Kona
Dare to
be different.
Sometimes the best moments are the ones where the world doesn’t shape us – but we shape it.
A dynamic combination of style and performance featuring the finest cutting-edge technology,
this SUV deserves a closer look.
That’s the essence of You drive it. You define it – and the spirit of KONA.

You shine it.

You drive it.
You define it.

Sometimes it’s good to head in a new direction.
At the front, the twin headlight design with LED
daytime running lights creates an unmistakable
front light signature. For maximum vision, the fullLED headlamps feature Static Bending Light and
Smart High Beam for more safety and less stress.
This cutting-edge lighting technology makes
looking on the bright side easier – and better
looking than ever before.

Real style is a matter of being yourself on purpose.
Like the all-new KONA. Distinctive and individual,
its uniquely confident look sets it apart from every
SUV in the class. Because we don’t really see the
fun in more of the same.
Go on, live a little. You are the driver of your life.

You style it.
Combining sculpted lines with a stylish edge, the
all-new KONA is expressive from every angle.
Muscular surfaces flow into the distinctive highcontrast fender cladding, highlighting the bold SUV
design. Firmly planted with a strong stance and
sporty 18” alloy wheels, the KONA’s two-tone roof
and exterior mirrors also give you the possibility to
customise colour combinations to fit your personal
style.

You match it.
It’s the attention to detail that makes the all-new
KONA so special.
Discover an exceptional level of comfort with high
quality materials throughout for a sensuous and
refined feel. For a personal touch, you can choose
from four colour combinations to customise your
interior. No more boring dashboards! The colour
options feature accents throughout the cockpit
including finely tailored contrast stitching on the
steering wheel and seats – and if you like,
you can even choose colourful seat belts*.
* Available only in combination with red and lime interior accent options.

Technology.

Design.

The all-new KONA provides you with the seamless connectivity you expect and innovative tech that makes life
easier – like a head-up display, wireless charging for your phone and a high mounted floating touch screen for
better visibility and easy access.

Confident and unique, the all-new KONA has been
designed to turn heads – and to raise pulses. The
bold exterior design catches the eye with muscular
sculpted shapes, sleek LED lighting and one-of-akind details that highlight the strong Hyundai SUV
DNA at its core.

LED rear lamps
Two-tone exterior mirrors with LED
indicator

Sporty silver side sill
Two-tone roof and rear spoiler

18” alloy wheels
Wireless phone charging – Located in the centre console, a wireless charging pad (Qi standard) lets you easily
charge a compatible Qi-enabled smartphone without the use of messy and unsightly cables.

Digital Information Cluster – Optimally placed and easy to read, a 4.2” LCD screen shows you important driver information like: the status of
active safety features, remaining range and fuel consumption, navigation instructions, outside temperature and more.

Interior Colours & Seat Trims
With Hyundai SmartSense, our cutting-edge Advanced Driver Assistance Systems, KONA is
leading the segment with the latest active safety technology – built to provide you with more safety and
peace of mind. From automatically braking to avoid collisions, to detecting vehicles in the blind spot, KONA
can alert you of potential dangers around you when driving.
Grey

Orange

Red

Lime

Grey stitching with black seatbelts

Orange stitching with black seatbelts

Red stitching with red seatbelts

Lime stitching with lime seatbelts

Cloth seats (Entry)

Cloth seats (Mid, Mid Plus, High)

Cloth leather seats – Red

Cloth leather seats – Lime

Exterior Colours
Chalk White

Lake Silver

Leather

Roof Colours
Dark Knight

Phantom Black

Dark Night

Tangerine Comet

Acid Yellow

Pulse Red

Blue Lagoon
The all-new KONA benefits from superior rigidity through the use of advanced high strength steel and high impact energy absorption that protects passengers in the event of a collision.
The structure of the cabin is designed to disperse energy in the event of a collision, therefore reducing impact to occupants.

Velvet Dune

Ceramic Blue

Phantom Black

Engines and Transmissions

Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist (FCA) with
pedestrian detection The FCA system uses the
front mounted camera and the radar sensor to
monitor the traffic ahead. Should it detect a
potential collision with a vehicle in front or with
a pedestrian, it will warn the driver and if
required, automatically slow or stop the vehicle.

Lane Keeping Assist (LKA)
The standard LKA uses the front camera to
monitor the lines of the road. In case of an
unintended lane departure, it will warn the driver
and can apply counter steering torque to guide
the car back to the lane.

Blind Spot Collision Warning with Lane Change
Assist
Using 2 radar sensors in the lower rear bumper,
the system visually warns you of traffic in the
blind spot area. Should you set the turn indicator
in such a situation, the Lane Change Assist will
sound an acoustic alert.

Full LED Lighting Technology
High Beam Assist detects oncoming vehicles as
well as vehicles in the same lane ahead at night,
and changes from high beam to low beam as
appropriate. The Static Bending Light illuminates
the front side area ahead when cornering,
improving visibility at night.

Rear-Cross Traffic Collision Warning (RCCW)
When reversing out of a narrow parking space,
the Rear-Cross Traffic Collision Warning reduces
the risk of a collision.
Using 2 radar sensors at the rear, it warns you in
case of any approaching cross traffic.

Driver Attention Warning (DAW)
This standard feature raises safety and
convenience to an entirely new level by
continuously monitoring and analysing driving
patterns. When a pattern of fatigue or distraction
is identified, DAW gets the driver’s attention with
an audible alert and pop-up message suggesting
a break.

1.0 T-GDI Petrol

1.6 T-GDI Petrol

88 kW (120 PS) 6,000 RPM
172 Nm/1,500 - 4,000 RPM

130 kW (177 PS) 5,500 RPM
265 Nm/1,500 - 4,000 RPM

1,568 mm (1,565 mm)

Dimensions and Specifications

1,559 mm
1,800 mm

2,600 mm
4,165 mm

ENGINE

PERFORMANCE
FUEL CONSUMPTION
CO2 EMISSIONS
SUSPENSION

998

1,591

Bore x Stroke (mm)

71.0 x 84.0

77.0 x 85.44

Cylinders

3

4

Compression Ratio

10

10

Max. Power (kW/rpm)

88kW (120 PS) / 6,000 rpm

130 kW (177 PS) / 5,500 rpm

Max. Torque (Nm/rpm)

172 Nm / 1,500 – 4,000 rpm

265 Nm / 1,500 – 4,500 rpm

Max. Speed (km/h)

181

205

Acceleration 0-100 km/h (sec)

12,0

7,9

CO2 combined (g/km)

117 – 125

153

Urban (l/100km)

6,0 – 6,3

8,0

Extra Urban (l/100km)

4,7 – 5,0

6,0

Combined (l/100km)

5,2 – 5,4

6,7

WEIGHT

50

50

Front

McPherson Strut Type

McPherson Strut Type

Rear

Torsion Beam Type (CTBA)

Mult-Link Type

1,233 – 1,350

1,401 – 1,496

1,775

1,910

Kerb Weight (kg)
Gross Vehicle Weight (kg)

Hyundai Genuine Accessories

5 Year Unlimited Mileage Warranty

Waxoyl

Nothing fits better than a Hyundai Genuine
Accessory. Designed and engineered to enhance
the looks and capabilities of your KONA, and meet
the rigorous manufacturing standards demanded
of all Hyundai products.

Living proof of our faith and trust in our products
is our 5-year new vehicle warranty which comes
without any mileage restrictions.

Motors Inc. recommends a full Waxoyl package
on all newly acquired models. This package
consists of 120-4 Cavity Protector, Underbody
Protector, Motor Care Engine Protection, UPT
Fabric Protector and 100+ paint sealant effectively
giving you a 12-year anti-perforation warranty on
your new car.

Gamma 1.6 T-GDI Petrol
4WD
7 DCT

Displacement (cc)

Fuel Tank Capacity (l)

Driving your new Kona away from the showroom is just the start of a long and happy
relationship. We’ve prepared a number of progammes to make sure it stays that way.

1,568 mm

Kappa 1.0 T-GDI Petrol
2WD
6 M/T

Type

With you all the way

Waxoyl
complements the
manufacturer’s
warranty and will help to maintain the new look of
your car for many years to come, thus protecting
your investment and enhancing its future resale
value.

The Hyundai 5 Year Unlimited Mileage Warranty applies only to Hyundai vehicles that have been originally sold by an authorized Hyundai dealer to an end-customer, as set out
in the terms and conditions of the warranty booklet.
All the information contained in this brochure is provisional and subject to change without notice and is intended only as preliminary notification. Possible variations in the
representation of vehicle colours are due to the limitations of printing technology. The products shown correspond to the offer and the range of equipment for European
markets. The vehicles shown in this brochure may be equipped with additional equipment at extra cost, and not all model versions are included in this brochure. Hyundai Motor
Europe reserves the right to make changes to technical specifications and equipment content without notice. Please consult your Hyundai dealer for exact details.
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